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Abstract 

This paper reviews the exciting plans for the COll5truction of a Metro :\"etwork and the 
reduction in the roll of tramways, against the background of the anticipated grouth in car own
ership. The construction of the ::IIetro will be too slow to meet the competition for passenger 
traffic from private cars. \Vith no measwes to car traffic, public transport will experience a re
duction of demand and the road network increasing congestion. The paper argue§ that the best 
policy may be to im'cst the capital finds available, after :Metro line 3 reaches the 1Jjpest District 
centre, in the gradual upgrading of the tramway network to an "Express" standard. with at 
greating speed of 25 km/,"" stops about 0.5 km tramlines separate from other road traffic, and 
the pre-emption of traffic signals to remoye the effects of general traffic congestion. Such a 
policy could be completed by 2000 giving a fast rail net'work including Metro of over 150 km, 
providing a competitive alternative to the private car. 

Introduction 

This article discus:::e" the pre:::ent role and future prospects for the tram
way system in Budapest. and has heen written as a result of working for 

5 months at the Technical Unh'ersity in Budapest, using published Hungarian 
sources, and numerous meetings with officials, planners and transport operators. 

Budapest's population has risen consistantly since the end of the 'war, 
standing today at just over 2 million, representing 19% of Hungary's popula
tion. The city also contains a concentration of indw3try (37 % of national 
production), cultural, administrative, research and similar high level func
tions. The city is bisected by the River Danuhe with a 29% of the population 
and 33 % of the land area in Buda on the west hank. The river is a major 
harrier to moYement, as in Ke",-castle upon Tyne. This is worsened hy there 
heing no other hridges on the Danuhe for 80 km north or south, which concen
trates major national and international traffic flows through Budapest, creating 
Paris style traffic congestion most of the day, eyen though car ownership 
(16 cars per 100 pop.) is lo"w hy western standards. TherefOl'e national transport 
inYestment has aimed, until l'ecently, at increasing the number and capacity 
of crossing points in Budapest. 

The deYelopment of the city and its economy is guided hy regular fiYe 
year plans, with the 1985 just published. 

4 P.P. Transportation 15i~ 
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Table I 

Size and Use of Tramway System By Tram 

Year Tramway Km (%) Tramcars (~~) 
:\0. of jOllr-

("~) 
Journeys 

(%) neys )1 per Cap. p. a 

1970 
1975 
1980 
1983 

246.0 (30%) 1707 (4.2%) 894 (55%) 441 (55%) 
202.7 (21%) 1554 (40%) 710 (-1-4%) 350 (44%) 
177.9 (18%) 1242 (32%) 572 (36%) 278 (36%) 
175.1 (17%) 936 (26%) 525 (33%) ,,--

-~~ (33%) 
--"-----------""-"----.. -------~----

(Source Budapesti Statisztikai zsebkonyve 1983 & K. S. H. Budapest 1983) 
Tramwav traffic has fallen from over half the total. to a third of the total since 1970. 
The prin~ipal reason for this decline has been a firm" policy to construct a metro network, 

replacing the most heavily used tramway lines and increasing the nnmber of riYer crossing points. 

Present Role of Tramways 

The tramway net"work in Budapest has contracted in size and in impor
tance, see table below (with its percentagc of the total system for comparison). 

There are now officially 3 metro lines, to which should be added 4 lines 
of the local surburban railway (HEV) extending beyond the city limits to 
large to"wns in the hinterland. Two of these HEV lines have been altered to 
interchange with ne"w metro lines. The No. 1 metro line is the original "under
ground tramway" built in 1896 from the city centre to the town park (Varos
liget) to carry "dsitors to the 1000 year of Hungary celebrations. This line was 
closed in 1972 for extension. refurbi5hment and conversion to right hand 
running, and reopened in 1974 with new articulated Ganz trains. The othcr 
two metro lines are huilt on the Moscow model, using Soviet trains and equip
ment. The No. 2 (E-W) line opened first "with a new tunnel across the Danuhe, 
and the No. 3 CN-S) line is still in construction (Fig. 1). 

Some of the trunk tram lines hayc heen cut hack to act as suburhan 
feeders to Metro terminals. 

In terms of the public transport traffic, huses carry the largest proportion 
traffic, with 40% of the total (634 M pa 1983), while the Metro has the h~aviest 
flo'ws (13.5 M joul'lley pa per km line, compared to tram 3 M, bus 1 M and 
HEV 0.9 M). Although to -western visitors Budapest fares are low, in comparison 
to local incomes they lie between those of S.Y.P.T.E. and Merseyside P.T.E. 
(1985 levels). About 60% of citizens and 85% of passengers haye monthly 
passes of one sort or another, either the full price 180 Ft/month (ahout £ 3) 
or at reduced price for students, pensioners or soldiers. 

The ticket use breaks down as follo"ws 
The fare system is hased on honesty, and though officials guess that 

there is ahout 20% fare evasion, from a five month survey by the author, the 
evasion figure is below 1 %. 
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Fig. 1. Present and Planned ~Ietro 

Tahle 2 

Travel tichets llsed in Budapest 

All System 
Tram. Metro 
TrglI~ybus 
HEV 
Rack Railway 
Other . 

Bus (universal) 
Tram, Trolleybus 
~retro Line l. 
~Ietro Lines 2, 3, 
HEV 
Rack Railway 

CO'1 S t:'" ..;e ~;on 
,V.etro 
HEV 
Disirict 
centres 

City 
Doundary 

New cerrheqy 
.Oclfport -

.......... te~mlnQ! 

60% 

21% 
1.1% 
0.1% 
2.6% 

84.8% 

6.6% 

6.5% 
1.1% 
0.7% 
0.1% 

15.0% 
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The present tramway network is shown in Fig. 2. Although there has 
heen a contraction in the total network, there also have heen investment, 
particularly in the upgrading and partial segregation of routes 4 and 6 on the 
Nagy Korut which forms an important distrihutor around the inner city, with 
the segregation of routes 12 and 14 along Beke Ut, the extension of route 69 
to Ujpalota and the construction of a "fast tram" line across the rebuilt Arpad 
Bxidge (route 1) from Ohuda to Lehel Ut, the fixst stage of a proposed line 

Fig. 2. Present Tramway ::'\ etwork 

axound Budapest on the Hungaxia K01'ut. Also 172 new Tatra T5C5 tramcars 
have heen hought to work in M.D. of 2 or 3 car trains on routes; L 12, 14, 18, 
25, 37, 56 and 61, although officials of the Budapest Transport Company 
(BKV) expressed reservations on the Tatra Cars, as heing too heavy and 
energy inefficient. Their preference for new trams would he for an up dated 
version of the 1960's 151 three section articulated Ganz trams, which operate 
notahly on routes 2, 4, 6, 13, 23, 24, 30, 31 and 36. However, this may also he 
a reflection of nationalism. This dehate is likely to hecome more critical as 
the ageing "DV" cars come to the end of their life. The 371 DV cars form the 
hackbone of the present fleet and date from 1948 to 1965. These hring the 
age fleet age to 23 yeal'S, compared to 51/~ years for the bus fleet. 
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Table 3 

Public Transport waiting times (m ins.) 

PEAK OFF PEAK 
~fODE 

AYerage Longest A,~erage Longest 

Bus 2.8 19 3.9 17 
Tram 2.2 13 2.8 16 
Trolleybus no data 4.1 11 
sIetro 1 " 3.0 2.0 5.0 

Ganz-Mavag after a period out of the tram husiness, is cmrently huilding 
4, axle single ended bogie cars for Alexandria, Egypt, which will operate in 
permanent back to back pairs, like the T5C5. NIP Over a five month period 
a survey of puhlic transport travel times ·was made by the author which showed 
that operating speed (Fig. 3) and frequencies (Table 3) were very high (Fig. 3), 
though reliability was lo·w for on-street services, hut that over half the jour
neys made recIuired an interchange (58%). With the added walk and wait, 

35 t
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Stop to stop distance,km 

Fig. 3.a. Comparison of OFF-Peak Operating Speed 

Coor to door distance 1 km 

Fig. 3.b. Comparison of Door to Door Journey Speeds 
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this made overall journey speeds rather low (peak 11.7 km/hr, off-peak 10.4 
km/hr). Most surprisingly, even though the new Metro (lines :2 and 3) had 
high operating speeds (32 kph) because of an average 4 minute access time 
by escalator, slower surface routes were actually faster for quite long journeys, 
and that the original sub surface };Ietro (line 1.) was faster for journeys up 
to 8 km in length even though the operating speed is only 24 km/hr. The 
characteristics of this line have been assumed for new segregated "Express" 
tram"ways. Lastly, the tram system has a further use for the movement of 
rail freight wagon:::, between exchange sidings at many stations (including 
the South (Deli) Station), and industrial and other premises in Budapest. 
This freight is normally moved at night or Sunday in trains of up to 10 wagons, 
"with one or t"WO grey painted electric tram engines, fitted with both tramway 
and rail"way draw and huffer gear. Since Budapest is very important for 
national industrial production and a high proportion of freight traffic is hy 
rail (56% in 1983), this freight moyement function is likely to continue to he 
important, and may lead to some tracks being retained, after IVletro Construc
tion, to enable the traffic to continue. 

Five-Year Pian 

The Budapest fiye-year plans have addressed seyeral important prohlems: 

(a) Severe housing shortage (average flat = 1.42 rooms and 1.14 families 1980). 
(b) Congestion of city centre (inside Nagy Korut). 
( c) Congestion of Danube crossings and separation of through goods road 

traffic, increasing the number of traffic lanes across the Danube from 10 
to 28 by 2000 AD. 

(d) Construction of 9 major suburban district centres. 
(e) Construction of 5 Metro lines. 

These are shown in Fig. 4. The construction of Ili~W flats, both to meet the 
existing housing shortage and to cope \\-ith declining household size, has been 
about 16 000 per annum oyer the last decade, with a target for the next 
decade of 11 000 pa. These have heen built around the existing nineteenth 
century city, and form a distinctive "white wall" of 11 storey prefabricated 
concrete flats. By 1990 the population distribution of the city will be reversed 
with over half the people living outside the Hungaria korut (Ring Road). 
These new flats have car parking, which is impossible in the inner city, and a 
local district shopping centre where many of the City Centre Functions will 
be available. Added to this there is a national policy to meet the very high 
demand for private car ownership, which by 1990 will be approaching British 
levels. By that time not only will there he significantly more traffic congestion 
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since road building cannot keep pace, but most people ·will have a choice of 
a car and public transport will offer an even poorer quality of service by 
comparison. 

The economic recession has also affected Hungary but in a different way 
from the west, since there is still full employment. However, there has been 
a sharp drop in funds available for capital investment, and transport has 
been badly hit. This has meant that Metro Construction on line 3 has reduced 

:>\ey 

Existing P:o.n:ie: 
- - - - MotOrwcy 

Fig. 4. Five-Year Plan Proposals 
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Hungaria korut 
Nagy koru~ 
City bouno:rry 

to less than one km per year, and means that the full system could not be 
completed until the second half of the next century. Also ambitious road 
proposals have led to a clash between the city and the state. The city would 
prefer to see the cheaper Hungaria Korut dual carriageway completed around 
the city (about 5 km from the centre) with a new hridge across the Danube 
in the south near the top of Csepel Island. While the state wants to huild a 
more expensive Motorway (:NLO.) (about 15 km from the centre) around the 
outer area (akin to the British M 25) ,~ith new bridges in the north at Ujpest, 
and in the south across Csepel Island. The city argues that its proposal will 
reduce severe traffic congestion on the Nagy Korut and PetOfi Bridge, the 
state argues that M.O. is needed to meet the new national motorways Ml. 
M3, M5 and M7. 
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Planned Retrenchment of Tramways 

The present Five-Year Plan proposals resolve around the planned exten
sion and completion of a 5 line Metro. In this case the role of tramways ,,,ill 
be further significantly reduced, as the busiest routes are replaced or paralled 
by new Metro lines and the remaining tramways merely become feeders 
to the Metro. 

At present there are two options heing considered, for Metro lines 4 and 
5, which affect the remaining tramway network. These options relate to the 
best method of serving Kelenfold in the south west and linking the Metro to 
the HEV line to Rackeve. These options are shown in Fig. 1. The consequent 
changes to thc tram'way involve expansion or consolidation in the suburhan 
areas. In particular the 'fast tram' route 1 is planned to he huilt right around 
the new Hungaria KOHit, in stages to reach the Danuhe in the south hy 2000. 
In the east a new tramway is planned to replace hus routes 58, 61, 62, 68 
through K6b{mya to Rakoskeresztur. There will he a short eastwards extension 
of route 42 in PestlOrinc, a diversion of routes 31 and 52 through Pesterzsehet 
and a short lived extension to route 12 northwards in Ujpest to serve a new 

(1, \ 
~) N )f C .. ······/····~:· t 
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Fig. 5. Five-Year Plan Tramway Proposals 
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housing district of 50 000 in construction. However, these will he more than 
halanced by the closures in the wake of Metro construction, viz. 9, 18, 19, 23, 
41, 44, 47, 4,9, 50, 62 and 67 leaving the tramway network a mere shadov,- of 
its former self. These are shown in Fig. 5. Of the routes left the following 
would he developed by extension or diversion onto ne,\lt rights of way: 1, 12 
28 or 37, 30, 31 and 52. 

In route length terms, the post-2000 tram system would be less than 
half the present day network. However, should it not be possible to construct 
the Metro as planned, and car ownership continues to grow at a rapid pace 
anticipated to reach 22.5 per 100 inhabitants by 2000, then Budapest will 
experience severe traffic congestion, for which one solution would be draconian 
traffic control~ and car restraints. However, the city authorities at present are 
not prepared to restrain car use, witness the anarchic and illegal parking in 
the city. Severe road congestion ,rill also slow clown street based public trans
port sen-ices, so that cars 'would still be the faster mode, door to door, for an, 
increasing number of citizens 'with a choice. However, if the service charac
teristics of the No. 1 (Foldalatti) Metro line could be achieved hy all services, 
and private cars were slowed hy congestion, then puhlic transport would 
become competitive in travel time with cars. This may he possihle if the city 
were prepared to invest in segregared rights of 'way, either on street, or off 
street, for which the tram route No. 1 is a model. 

"FAST" and "EXPRESS" Tramways - Definitions 

The new line No. 1 is heing huilt as a "Fast" tramway, on exclusive 
rights of way with physical separation from other traffic and stops on average 
0.7 km apart, more than twice as far apart as on other tramways in Budapest. 
This results in a service speed of 24 km/hI' in spite of there being no special 
priority for trams at road crossings. 

This paper proposes to extend that concept hy the inclusion of priority 
at road crossings, with some form of pre-emption of traffic signals, such that 
trams do not need to slow do'wn. The technology for this is well developed 
hoth for buses (Runcorn Busway) and trams (VETAG in Holland). By eli
minating delays at road junctions high average speeds can he obtained with 
closer stop spacing, down to about 500 m. Closer stop spacing shortens hoth 
average passenger walking distance (and time) and vehicle stop times, still 
e~ahling an operating sneed of 25 kmihl' to he realised. This proposal will he 

..... ... ,-,.1 I 

called "Express" tramways, and does not rely on the full 120 km/hI' capahility 
of the Tatra T5C5 cars heing used. 

Express tramways can be wnstrncted incrementally. On roads not '\vide 
enough for full physical separation and the exclusion of other road traffic, 
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Dutch style "trambaan's" can he used, incorporating a slightly raised surface 
on the tracks, with a humped kerh parallel to the tracks at the edge of the 
right of way. 

An Express Tramway Network for Budapest 

The cost of constTucting the line No. 1 Fast tramway has been between 
one-third and one-tenth that of a full Metro. Where only up-grading rather 
than completely new construction is required then the cost will be even less. 
This proposal asmmes that Metro line No. 3, will he constructed to the Ujpest 
District Centre (Arpad lit and Pozsonyi ut by 1990 and thereafter capital 
funds equivalent to a kilometre of full Metro will he availahle per year. This 
investment should be used to create an Express Tramway Network to supple
ment the Metro and have the following objectives: 

(1) to pro"dele overall journey speeds competitive with private car travel; 
(2) to servc the growing population outside the Hungaria Konit ring road; 
(3) to provide for the increasing tangential and cross city travel demands 

which will arise from (2): 
(4-) to improve oppration, efficiency and journey speeds by combining routes 

to allow mOl'e journeys to be made without interchange. 

By these approaches over half the existing tramway net'~'ork could be 
upgraded to the Express standard by 2000, providing a rapid rail network 
(Express tram and Metro) of over 150 km. Indeed, an Express Tramv.;ay 
netv,rork is likely to provide on average a better standard of service, with 
faster journeys (42 %) than a Metro, shorter walks at either end of the journey 
and easier access to the service. There would also be the psychological advan
tage, in the Express tram being seen to be faster than its competitor, the 
private car. Lastly, the capacity problem of the Danube bridges can be eased 
by the use of Express Tramways which attract travellers "who would other
wise use a car. The Five-Year Plan envisages increasing the number of hridge 
lanes from 10 to 28, so raising the peak hour traffic capacity from 15000 to 
28000 cars per hour (24000 to 67200 passengers per hour). However, con
verting a traffic lane to an Express Tramway increases the passenger capacity 
of that lane by over 10000 per hour in the peak. So the proposed capacity 
expansion could be realised by 6 Express Tram lines, without the need to 
build any new bridges. 

In some places curves "will need to be relaid with gentler radii, super
elevation and transitions to gain the maximum benefit from Express operation. 
But the cost of this is likely to he small cl)mpared to the benefits derived. 
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Express Tramway Proposals 

In order to show what an Express Tramway network might look like 
some proposals have been drawn up, which are shown in Fig. 6. These cannot 
be considered to be definitive but show some of the options which are availahle. 
Clearly some of these are going to he controversial, hut possibly less so than 
the principle of giving Express Trams priority over other traffic at junctions 
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Fig. 6. Existing Planned "Fast", and Proposed "Express" Tramways 

and in some cases would allo·v.- bus services to be reduced on particular routes, 
the buses being used to improve services in the suhurbs, or withdrawn to 
prov-ide operating savings. 

The Express Tram route network is listed helow together with the 
residual conventional tram routes, some of which post-2000 could also be 
upgraded. 

Of these proposals, the two most controversial are likely to he 

(a) extension of Metro line 1 from Mexik6i ut along Express tramways to 
(b) reintroduction of tramway over Erzsebet bridge and Riik6czi u. 
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Table 4 

Proposed express tranncay network 

Terminii 
Length 
(km.) 

Yiiriismarty Th-Ujpalota 12.5 
Obuda - Lagymanyos 18 
}fargit Hid-Ferencvaros 7 
1Ioszkva Ter-Kelenfiildi pu. 13 
:\,loszkva Ter-Nl!gy Kiirut (circular) 15 
J;lmunkas Ter-Ujpest (new Town) 12 
Ujpest (new Town)-Pesterzsebet 23.5 
J anos K6rhaz- Rakoskeresztur 21.5 
Batthyany Ter-Budafok 11 
BIaha Lujza Ter-BNV 5 
Rakospalota - Kelenfiildi pn. 19 
Deak 'fer-Budafok 10 
Hatar lit-Ferihegyi Repiiloter 12 
Huviisviilgy- Kelenfiildi pu. 15 
.'Ifoszkva Ter- Farkasret 5 

Table 5 

Remaining conventional tramways 

Terminii 

Pozsonvi n. - .'Ilegyeri Csarda 
Jtlmunkas Ter-R~ospalota 
Obuda-.'Ifargit Hid 
Keleti pu.-Ferencvaros 
Ferenc Krt.-Pestlorinc 
Ferenc Krt.-Pesterzsebet 
Keleti pu.-Kapolna Ter 
Blaha Lujza Ter-Granatos u. 
Budafok-Kamaraerdo 
Keleti pu.-.'IL'\'V Telep 

4.5 
13 

4 
7 

14 
9 
6 

12 
6 
7 

Taking these in order: 

End to End ~retro 
time (mins) Interchange 

30 }I2,1f3 
43 1Il, 112, :m, H3 
17 H2, H3 
31 :\11, 1I2, }I3, H3 
36 :m, }I2, 113, H3 
29 :m 
56 1Il,.'II2,.'If3,H2,H3 
52 .'I12,1IS 
26 112 
12 
,16 :1{2, .'lIS 
24 }n, :m,.'IIS 
29 }I3 
36 }J2 
12 .'II2 

~Ietro 
Interchange 

19 .'lIS 
28 .'II3 
15 
25 .'If2, .'II3, H2 
42 .'II3 
27 -"'I3 
23 }f2 
40 
23 
19 .'112 

(a) the extension of Metro Line 1 would avoid the need for interchange by 
passengers who presently use tram line 69 to Mexik6i ut. There would 
need to he some realignment of curves, the Foldalatti trains would have 
to be fitted with high reach pantographs to 'work both tunnel and open 
tracks, and four or five new trains would be needed. Against that will he 
the replacement of the ageing UV cars on line 69, the through journey at 
faster speed, and providing some of the service that Metro line 4 if huilt 
would proyide. Added to this the low floor height of the Foldalatti trains 
would make level access from platforms only 350 mm high, "which would 
also improve access to the Expl'ess Trams on lines 13 & 67 which would 
rU11 over part of the route. 
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(b) Erzs€bet bridge. In order to increase the effectiveness of the existing Danube 
bridges, some travellers who would use their cars must be kept or attracted 
to public Transport. Converting two lanes of Erzsebet bridge to Express 
Tramway operation would provide an opportunity to reduce the numher 
of buses using the bridge, and increast' the overall effective capacity by at 
least 50%. A similar nrgument would also hold for Kossuth Lajos ut and 
Rak6czi ut. Hov,-ever, from Tanacs krt Express Tram line 47 "would parallel 
Metro line 2 to Keleti pu. But there are already examples of tramways 
paralleling l\It'tros: MdI'o 2 and trams 18, 59 & 61, Metro 2 and trams 
47 & 49. An Express Tramway along this road would providt' an enforceable 
public transport priority, "which the present bus lanes do not, either 
through illegal parking or hus drivers ignoring the bus lanes. This route 
might allow for an t'xperiment of fixing the ":Nagypaneles" (track slahs) 
on the road surface, providing a very cffective harrier agninst interlopers. 
Trunk Express tram line 47 would then provide a better serdce to passen
gers than the proposcd IVletro line 4. 

Other Options ond Problems 

Clearly there are many permutations for these proposals, e.g. conversion 
of HEY line 3 from Konyves krt. to Hatar ut to Express Tram line 2, with 
the Rackeve HEV terminating at Bor<lsos ter hy using the Csepel HEV. Some 
lines proposed for conversion to Exprcss Tramway standard after 2000 could 
be converted before. 

Ferihegy Airport pro-delcs another problem, which hecaust' of its status 
is likely to he critical. The plan to extend l\Ietro line 3 from Hatar ut, would 
at present investment levels take from 1990 to 2002, without any other network 
improvements being possible. Workers at the airport will find the proposed 
Express Tram line 50 very convenient. Air passt'ngers will almost certainly 
continue to use the Express Coaches to the Volan, Deak ter, bus station. 
However, should there be a strong need for a Metro link I would suggest 
extending from the present Kobanya-Kispest Terminal along the l\L;\Y 
tracks which parallel the airport motorway. With a single station at Steinmetz 
Kap. the journey would take 15 minutes to the airport. This could he operated 
at a 15 minutes frequency on a single track -with a passing loop at the inter
mediate station, giving a journey time from the Airport to Deak ter of 35 
minutes. 

Lastly, with the outer population continuing to expand there will be 
gaps in the Express Tramway network which could be filled. for t'xample, 
Rakosszentmihaly, Rakoshegy, Rakoskert, Pestimre, Rakosliget, Kiralyerdo 
and Budaors. In some cases seyeral hus routes could be redirected to proyide 
better seryices overall. 
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Conclusion 

Present transport plans for Budapest env;sage a five line Metro heing 
huilt and the role of the tramway. being suhstantiaIIy reduced. However, the 
capital investment necessary for this is unlikely to be availahle in time to 
meet severe competition from the rapidly growing level of car ownership. 
Therefore plans for Metro lines 4 and 5 sbould be reviewed and possihly the 
availahle funds to upgrade some tramways to an Express standard (with an 
operating speed of at least 25 km/hr). By 2000, a high quality network could 
he huilt covering the whole of Budapest. 

From the present service, tramways upgraded to an Express Standard 
,,-ould give a hetter level of service with on ayerage faster journeys and shorter 
walks than a Metro. An Express tramway network could he huilt throughout 
Budapest in the time and for the price of just extending Metro line 3 to Feri
hegy Airport. 
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